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QUESTION 1

A business analyst is in the process of validating a set of requirements produced for a new business 

initiative and the following needs agreement: 

That the requirements... 

1) Are within the scope of the project. 

2) Can be verified when they have been implemented. 

3) Express business needs clearly and correctly. 

Who is responsible for this agreement? 

A. Developers, business owners, business analyst. 

B. Developers, testers, business sponsor. 

C. Testers, business owners, business analyst. 

D. Testers, business owners, business sponsor. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A project, which was initiated several months ago, has been impacted by the following changes: 

1.

 An organizational restructure has altered the responsibilities of the stakeholders. 

2.

 A new chief executive has been appointed, who has new ideas regarding the immediate focus of the project. 

Which of the following attributes in a requirements catalogue entry would need to be updated to reflect these changes? 

A. Owner, source. 

B. Priority, owner, version history. 

C. Rationale, priority, source. 

D. Version history, author, rationale. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3
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A project aims to deliver a means of enabling the inhabitants of an archipelago to vote via the Internet. Although the
technology exists to provide Internet coverage for the islands, it is notoriously difficult (and therefore expensive) to
provide robust coverage because of the remote location. 

Two of the requirements captured from stakeholders are provided below: 

1.

 The solution shall provide all inhabitants with the ability to register and vote for a presidential candidate. 

2.

 All voters shall receive an email confirmation that their vote has been registered within 2 minutes of voting. 

Which requirements filter will be particularly relevant in requirements analysis? 

A. Checking for solutions 

B. Confirming relevance 

C. Feasibility evaluation 

D. Removing conflicts 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

At Rusty Springs Ltd, a new online order system is being designed for its registered customers. Each 

customer has an account, allowing them to order from a pre-populated form containing details of their 

purchases in the previous three months. The customer simply ticks which previous purchases they would 

like to re-order, confirms delivery details and approves the purchase. A Rusty Springs administrator 

updates the purchase details on the system on a monthly basis and the sales manager gets an automated 

order from the system within two hours of the purchase. 

A business analyst has written a use case entitled \\'Key Customer Purchases Springs\\', which includes the 

following lines: 

A) The customer has logged onto the system and wishes to purchase springs. 

B) The customer adds a new product code onto the system. 

C) Only the registered customer can make an order. 

D) The system returns the previous purchases. 

Which of the following is correct? 

A. A) Is a precondition; the sales manager is the actor. 
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B. A) Is the trigger; C) is a line from the security section. 

C. B) Is a line from the basic flow; the customer is the actor. 

D. D) Is a line from the alternative flow; this is a system level use case. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

ChemCo Ltd has initiated a project to consider changes in its pension scheme. 

Paul works in the marketing department and is enrolled in the pension scheme. He has been invited to attend a pension
scheme project session designed to elicit requirements, understand opinions on the level of service, and consider how it
could be improved in the future. On arrival at the session, Paul recognizes people from other departments, who are all
customers of the pension scheme. 

In which type of session is Paul about to participate? 

A. Activity sampling 

B. Focus group 

C. Scenario analysis 

D. Workshop 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

A project team has decided that it wishes to adopt an agile/iterative approach to a development project. 

The following principles have been agreed upon to guide the selection of elicitation techniques: 

1) We will embrace the evolutionary and re-factoring principles of iterative development in our approach to 

requirements elicitation. 

2) We need to build a broad (but basic) understanding of how teams work together in the current business 

situation. 

3) We need to build strong personal relationships to ensure we can instil empowerment and collaboration 

in the team. 

Which of the following sets of elicitation techniques would support all these principles? 

A. Interviews, prototyping, scenario analysis. 

B. Interviews, workshops, observation. 
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C. Prototyping, scenario analysis, document analysis. 

D. Scenario analysis, observation, survey. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

A practice guide for requirements elicitation offers the following information: 

Disadvantage: Likely to be particularly time-consuming to conduct. 

Disadvantage: Difficult to separate fact from opinion. 

Advantage: Provides an opportunity to build rapport. 

Advantage: Provides an opportunity to experience the business environment. 

To which elicitation method does this extract refer? 

A. Focus group 

B. Interviews 

C. Observation 

D. Workshop 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

In a requirements catalogue, a distinction is often made between business level and solution level requirements. 

Why is this distinction made? 

A. To allow the high-level goals of the solution to be expressed as solution requirements. 

B. To highlight the technical constraints in which the solution requirements must operate. 

C. To reduce the number of functional requirements in the requirements catalogue. 

D. To separate strategic requirements from those that only provide value to the project. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

At Tiny Toys Ltd, business analyst Sophie has been employed to investigate and improve the invoicing process. To help
her understand the data required in the system, she intends to request and review a sample of completed invoices. 
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What elicitation technique will she be using? 

A. Activity sampling 

B. Document analysis 

C. Observation 

D. Special purpose records 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

A business analyst is concerned that the project team may not have a consistent understanding of the requirements set,
as project team members have been working on their own individual tasks. He wants to ensure that the whole team is
on track and is willing to take the time needed to achieve this. He does not want to involve business stakeholders, nor
embarrass any of the project team. 

To begin the process of improving team understanding, he wants to hold a meeting to explain and present his
understanding of the requirements to the team, and to hear their thoughts and ideas about his work so far. 

Which of the following approaches to requirements validation will he be using? 

A. Formal review 

B. Peer review 

C. Structured walkthrough 

D. Technical review 

Correct Answer: D 
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